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There´s a headline that gets anyone´s attention.

There is actually a post on webmasterworld.net from a forum user who calls himself markus007 t
1. Get a database of IP´s so you know where your traffic is coming from. Then create channels
2. You have to create sites that will bring in repeat traffic. If you think you will get rich

3. Have your users create content and lots of it. User reviews of night clubs, Resorts, golf c

4. Do not enter markets with a lot of competition monitized via adsense. Try and undercut paid

5. Keep your site dead simple, it has to load fast and have no more then 2 ads and 1 or 2 pict

6. Troll around various forums and if people are not talking about your market, there is a goo
Here are some other interesting tidbits from the thread (it spans 25 pages):
Traffic is step #1, conversion is step #2, then for #3 we have to play with psychology
I like this one because it follows the process I have been preaching for years:
impression -> conversion -> action

So, in summary, users can find in his sites free services that are usually paid elsewhere, and
This seems to confirm the often quoted #1 Google´s advice:
1. Focus on the user and all else will follow.
Well said.
Markus again:

I found that you should just ignor monetization issues. I focus most of my time on trying to i

With trends in advertising currently, it is best you build for the long term anyways. Google i

The beauty about what i´ve done is that my site constantly grows 10% a month, and I build long
Read the thread. It´s long but interesting: http://www.webmasterworld.com/forum89/12751.htm
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